YOUTH INNOVATION CHALLENGE 2021 ON GENDER & CLIMATE JUSTICE
The Youth Innovation Challenge on Gender & Climate Justice was organised by Red Dot
Foundation (Safecity), in partnership with The Consulate General of Sweden in Mumbai, The
Joint Commissioner, Directorate of Municipal Administration - Government of Maharashtra,
UN-Habitat, UNICEF, Global Utmaning, YuWaah and the WASH Coalition.
The aim of the Youth Innovation Challenge was to address Gender & Climate Justice, exploring
climate change from an intersectional perspective and through a knowledge system
acknowledging that climate change only exacerbates the gender gap. Climate Justice therefore
demands action and seeks solutions that also transform gender relations.
The Youth Innovation Challenge on Gender & Climate Justice began in June 2021 with a call for
entries. The participants had to be between 17 and 30 years of age from Maharashtra and Goa.
They had to apply in a team comprising of a minimum of 2 participants with at least 1 woman
team member.

The invitation was circulated to the entire RDF database. We received 108 entries, out of which
48 entries were shortlisted.

These 48 entries were then scrutinized by a panel of 14 judges. After a 2 hour long session of
intense deliberation held on 6th August, 2021, 12 teams were chosen to go through the
incubation process. While we had initially targeted having 10 teams go through the incubation
process, the judges unanimously decided that 2 additional teams had earned their spots for the
social incubator.
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The Challenge was kickstarted with a launch session that was held on 12th August, 2021, where
the keynote address was given by Anna Lekvall - Consul, Consulate General of Sweden in
Mumbai. Each team was given 5 minutes to introduce themselves and their innovation through a
short presentation or video. Watch the session here.

The 12 selected teams were then matched with personal mentors. The teams had regular
meetings with their mentors who hand held them through the process and helped them refine
their ideas and develop a working/ tested prototype.
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Six masterclasses were also organised. The topics for these masterclasses were painstakingly
chosen keeping in mind each team's innovation and area of work. Each masterclass was
conducted by an expert in the field, who was passionate about the topic and moulding young
minds.
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In addition, we also organised a special session on Menstrual Hygiene related products and
services, for all interested teams, including those who had applied but were not shortlisted.
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The participants found every session extremely enriching as evidenced by their feedback below
Masterclass on Business Model Canvas by ElsaMarie D’Silva - Founder, Red Dot
Foundation
Anushka Shahdapuri - YIC Team - Aamchi
“Our team was fortunate enough to have access to an interaction with ElsaMarie which gave us
deep insights on how we could take forward our idea and implement it on the ground. This
session also helped us realize how we could strengthen community participation for the same.
All in all, it was a great interaction session and we are thankful to the organization for helping us
through this stage of testing and piloting.”

Masterclass on Her City toolbox by Elin Andersdotter Fabre - UN-Habitat
Shreya Kothavale - YIC Team - Aamchi
“The session with Elin was very insightful. We needed guidance on how to engage the
communities on ground in our processes, Elin rightly suggested ways in which we could achieve
that. She also would be guiding us in depth on this aspect in the coming days.”
Riya Choithani - YIC Team - Enactus HRC
“The session by Her City taught us so much. First and foremost, it was international exposure.
To see something adopted by the UN Habitat, by a Swedish NGO, was something we had the
privilege to observe for the first time. I can't stress on how new and how enlightening it was for
me. The team gave us insights on menstrual hygiene and how we can make an impact, and also,
taught us about outreach! Thanks for this.”
Prathamesh Tare - YIC Team - Mithi River Warriors
“It was a great session, we came to know how to manage our project systematically and how to
keep track of it in an easy way.

The session gave us a brief Idea of each block in the toolbox.
Soon we will also register our project on Her City (UN Habitat) portal.
A special thanks to everyone for providing us with quality education.”

Masterclass on Marketing by Girish Nair - Co-founder, Travel Spends
Riya Choithani - YIC Team - Enactus HRC
“The session by Mr. Girish Sir was honestly so insightful. The way he presented his slides! I've
made notes of everything! Plus, he gave us a very creative idea for rural marketing. While he
answered my questions, I could see experience in his key tips, thank y'all for bringing him on
board!”
Priyal Agrawal - YIC Team - Stand we Speak
“The session was very informative and insightful. It helped me understand the importance of
knowing your audience, preparing well and crafting your pitch accordingly.”
Master Class on Finance by Mr. Mahadeo Raikar - Tata Capital
Riya Choithani - Team Enactus HRC
"The Finance Masterclass almost blew me away! Sir put in case studies, real life examples and
especially abbreviations of words like FANGS, which is all just so new and yet so known! He
made it interactive and along with project advice, answered our career queries too. Looking
forward to more such sessions, thank you!"
Priyal Agrawal - Stand we Speak
"The session was highly relatable and very informative. What really stood out for me was how
easy he made it for us to understand the basic concepts, through real life examples."
Master Class on Climate by Ms. Arpita Bhagat - Purpose
Sukriti Chawla - Enactus HRC
"Session on Climate Justice with Ms. Arpita Bhagat was very enlightening and informative.
Really liked how she explained the whole concept of Climate Justice and the stakeholders with
us in such a simple manner and also helped us with our queries."
Sanika Sawant - Team Meltdown
"Hello, this is Sanika from Team Meltdown.
I wished to say that I really enjoyed my conversation with Arpita ma’am . She was very generous
with her time and provided a lot of examples and scenarios to help us better understand the

complexity surrounding climate action. I also really appreciated the introspective one liners in
her presentation. Personally, reflecting on them made me realise that I need to question and
proactively rectify unintended presumptions. We also appreciate her insights on our project and
will work hard to equate our intentions with appropriate solutions for and by the indigenous
communities."
Session on Menstrual Hygiene - Deep Bajaj, Sirona
Riya Choithani - Enactus HRC
The session was delightful! It just made us realize that there are ample changes we need to bring
in ideologies, and it's never by chance, but takes a lot of courage, patience and wit altogether!
The way Sir highlighted about the scenario 20 years ago, and the 'normalized' notions we see
today, says that rebellion and innovation land on common grounds! All in all, loved it!
Session on The Art of Pitching - Marissa Borges, Red Dot Foundation
Sukriti Chawla - Enactus HRC
The masterclass on Art of Pitching was very informative. We got to learn a lot of useful tips on
how to present our project effectively. Thankful to the feedback and suggestions we got on our
pitches from Ma'am.
In addition to the masterclasses, each team was given at least 1 dry run /mock pitch of their
presentation with the RDF team, where they had an opportunity to make their pitch and receive
feedback on their presentation and pitch. They were given suggestions on improvements they
might make.
11 teams made it through the incubation process and went on to compete in the final pitch armed
with immense knowledge, experience and confidence amassed over the past two and a half
months.
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The online final event was very well attended. Many of those who had been a part of the process
like mentors, judges and masterclass facilitators attended, watched and cheered the teams,
amazed at the remarkable progress they all had made.
The teams were judged on criteria of Practicality of the Innovation, Innovation of Approach,
Originality in Idea, Presentation & Team Work and Relevance to the Theme, by an eminent panel
of jurors.
The attendees were addressed by Mr. Erik Malmberg & Mr. Sameer Unhale, who shared their
insights on the teams and the event in general.

Final Jury Members
Erik Malmberg

Consulate General of Sweden, Mumbai

Thomas Melin

Global Utmaning

Elin Andersotter Fabre

Her City Team, UN-Habitat

Swati Mohapatra

UNICEF

Ritesh Sinha

HDFC Bank

Aafreen Siddiqui
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After intense deliberation in a breakout room, the jury arrived at a mutual decision and selected
the winners. In an unprecedented turn of events 2 teams tied for 2nd place.
Link to the final session: https://youtu.be/gb2w6h1V8v0

Position

Team Name

Prize

1st Place

StandWeSpeak

Rs. 25,000/-

2nd Place

Enactus HRC

Rs. 15,000/-

2nd Place

Hunger Map Project

Rs. 15,000/-

3rd Place

Team Meltdown

Rs. 10,000/-

All the winners were given a Certificate of Merit.
In addition every participant was given a Certificate of Participation.

Here’s what the winning leader of Team Enactus HRC has to share about their experience:
“Leading the team was a learning experience! All of us at Enactus HRC took away valuable
insights, received heartwarming mentors and we take home learning forever. We're honored by
the execution of this challenge and we really look forward to taking part in associated events.
Thank you so much! Sharing some of my memories!” writes Riya Choithani.

Here’s a testimonial video made by Team Shitala MATA:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15oqWaiQk3WRbXG6QruS1tki4Rh8vfWC5/view?usp=sharing

